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Abstract— The low attention of educational institutions to school management, especially at the low to the middle level of education, is
now making things worse and lagging behind in everything. Including financial, academic process, business management, and technology.
In supporting a more dynamic learning system in the low to the middle education sector, this paper is present in conveying its purpose to
build an integrated system design using Business Process Management (BPM) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) which refers to
the System Literature Review (SLR) method for School Management Systems (SMS) that will be implemented as core activities school and
have an impact on improving the performance of human and student resources. The design of an integrated school management system
architecture between SOA and BPM is a result obtained based on the proposed solution. Therefore, unorganized school management can
be overcome by a combination of the two proposed approaches.
Index Terms— BPM, Business Process Management, Education, School Management System, Service Oriented Architecture, SOA.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
School is one of the facilities for everyone to get an education.
However, the growing technological renewal provides an
opportunity for anyone to gain knowledge. The development of
information is very rapid now, it seen from the high usage of
the internet in all circles [1]. Internet user is dominated by
productive age [2] that still needs knowledge for their life. It
can be accessed through the internet, availability of books,
daily activities, or other resources that can provide benefits
regarding the learning system. However, it is necessary to
note that not all levels of education can be released on their
own to get useful knowledge. Among them is the level of
preschool, kindergarten, elementary school, primary school,
and secondary school education. The level of education
mentioned above needs proper guidance in a learning
process. That is, a teacher who acts as a supervisor,
companion, and educator to help their students to gain
knowledge, whether academic, moral or practical. If all
supporting facilities are fully available, the learning process will
not be carried out systematically if attention to educational
institutions regarding school management gets worse and lags
in everything. Including financial, academic processes,
business management, and technology. In carrying out a
learning system that is organized and integrated with each
other, it is necessary to have a school management system
that can manage all the needs of students, teachers, school
administrators, and the school itself.
A management system is a way in which an organization
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manages the inter-related parts of its business in order to
achieve its objectives [3]. Included in the management of the
school system is more transparent and monitored all
information. Then, what can be managed by the school
management system? Surely, only a few things are related.
Among them ranging from the subject of new student
registration, selection entry stage, payment of school fees,
school inventory, structuring the learning system (curriculum),
evaluation / assessment of students, controlled attendance list,
student learning outcomes report, data collection of employees
from recruitment to employee status, and including attention to
employee rights (such as work leave) recorded in the system.
With the rapid advancements of technology continuously
changing needs and expectations of students and customers
and increasing global competition, business schools and
management development institutions are faced with many
opportunities and challenges for the ways they teach, operate,
and promote themselves [4]. In other words, school institutions
need some changes in technology and business processes
related to integrated systems, so that school management
operates according to the needs of its human resources. To
illustrate those points, required the design of an integrated
system based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and
Business Process Management (BPM).

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Today's education depends on the institution that organizes
and markets their business. If these are designed well, with
participation from all stakeholders, universities will be able to
develop their business in a more agile way and provide
improved benefits for their students and staff [5]. Education
according to its level has procedures and demands to achieve
its objectives. Starting from the teaching and learning system,
extracurricular activities, assessment, school fees, and so on.
Those needs will join in making the design of the current
school management system (SMS). SMS will bring a big
change to the school manage-ment [6]. Transforming
management from reliance on multiple systems to one
integrated system [6]. This system is composed of a set of
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modules that provides the necessary functionality for
managing the internal and external business process of the
company and for supporting information flows among different
components of the system [7, 8]. These major changes occur
through solutions offered by SOA and integrated with BPM.
Learning system using SOA shall help in cross-discipline and
cross-field also can reuse learning resources [9]. SOA helps in
developing and managing flexible information system
applications as well as to integrate the complex and assorted
IT technologies [10]. On the other hand, BPM has evolved as
a premium solution and allows a business enterprise to
computerize, optimize, and implement underlying activities
with the help of adaptable business processes [10]. The
transition toward a successful implementation of a converged
BPM-SOA solution does not happen overnight. Rather, it
requires time, effort, planning, and above all, strong
commitment from all levels of the organization, starting with
top management [11]. A successful implementation requires a
strong harmony between process design (Business-driven)
and IT architecture and applications (IT-driven) [11]. In other
words, the development of BPM-SOA-based applications
needs to be delivered explicitly in order to create a business
management in the integrated education sector.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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candidate students, or prospective employees. They can
register according to their needs. After registration data is
received, the candidate student will do the admission test or
employee interview. If the student has passed the selection,
the student can pay the tuition fee. Then, start taking lessons
at school. For users (employees), they can work according to
the agreed work contract, such as doing attendance, or submit
employee leave. Users can also request for school inventory
items through the proposed school management system. And
inventory data will be recorded by appropriate staff to save
and monitor school financial records.

Figure 2 Proposed Picture of School Management System

The chosen research method is systematic literature
review. First, topic chosen based on education background to
support more dynamic learning system. Based on that
problem this paper proposed learning system that combined
SOA and BPM. Next, scope define by find suitable keywords
like education, learning system, SOA and BPM. The keywords
searched in Google Scholar and find suitable literature. All the
literature that has been obtained is read and extracted.
Highlight the important point and study the proposed model.
Final step write the review and build new system based on
literature. After reviewed all papers, there is no paper that
integrated all learning system in one dashboard using SOA
and BPM. So this paper will build new model of integrated
learning system using SOA and BPM.

Figure 1 Research Methodology

4 PROPOSED SYSTEM
The following is a description of the business model of the
system offered for school management systems at the low to
the middle level of education. The proposed School
Management System (in Figure 2) is named MaknaEdu. The
primary entities are user and staff. User can act as parents,

4.1 Integrated System Between SOA and BPM
The business owner, in this case, is an educational institution
that requires a new breakdown system to produce access to
dynamic education, high selling value, and competent human
resources. SOA aligns more directly IT resources with
business goals, helping the organization build stronger
connections with customers and suppliers, providing more
accurate and comprehensive business intelligence with which
to make better decisions, and helping information sharing for
enhanced
productivity
[12].
SOA
(service-oriented
architecture) changes conventional system development
methods, and allows system integration to be more flexible to
reduce cost and time process [13]. SOA software components
and web services are characterized by being able to be
reused and exchanged, and therefore can reduce waste of
educational resources, and lower system development costs
[14]. The following is an SOA-based School Management
System architecture (in Figure 3). The following architecture
illustrates various applications that are related and mutually
integrated. There are several main modules in it, that is :
1.
Student Registration. A module used by users (student's
parents or students) to register new students or transfer
students to the intended school (schools that use
MaknaEdu as a school management system). Then,
following the admission test according to procedures.
2.
Employee Registration. A module used by users
(employee candidate) to register as a employee. The
position is various, such as a teacher, an accountant,
etc. Then the school staff will contact prospective
employees if they meet the criteria.
3.
Attendance. A module used by user (the related
employee) to record all data relating to the presence or
permission of students and employees. The data can be
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4.

5.

exported at any time if needed by teacher or related
employee.
Scheduling, Curriculum, and Evaluation. The modules
are used by user (teacher or headmaster) to add or
make a schedule of school activities (such as teaching
and learning, extracurricular activities, etc.) and the
school curriculum that is used as a guide to
implementing learning activities and assessment
criteria.
Financial and Inventory. The modules used by the user
(the related employee) as a record of all school
finances. Including school inventory items.

ISSN 2277-8616

life cycle is a method used to evaluate and monitor the
business process of the proposed school management
system.

Figure 4 Example Process Management Life Cycle

Figure 3 Service Oriented Architecture of School Management
System by MaknaEdu
The presence of Business Process Management (BPM) in the
development of school management is an appropriate strategy
in determining the business model or workflow of the system
to be used. The purpose of BPM is to improve the efficiency
through a systematic management of business processes that
allows aligning organization’s strategy and structure within the
competitive environment [12]. The authors proposed a method
to evaluate and monitor the business process against
performance requirements and show the effects of continuous
processes on business goals, in a real-time manner [15]. BPM

As illustrated in Figure 4, the introduction of business
processes nowadays is made by identifying the existing
process. Then, go to the next step, that is the model phase, an
analysis is carried out to expand the business process that
already identified as the results needed when the execution
process is carried out. Find out and monitor large or small
errors to measure KPI and the performance of the application
produced. At the end of this phase, process optimization is
carried out to improve system performance and business
processes. Although basically BPM and SOA have different
meanings and values, for an event both of them can be
combined and produce a business change and IT Services
that are aligned, optimal, agile, efficient, and can reduce the
cost of an organization's expenses. Below is a picture of BPM
and SOA architecture.
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Figure 5 Architecture of BPM and Service-Oriented by MaknaEdu

5 CONCLUSION
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